Year 3
22.2.2021
Morning Message
Welcome Back Year Three! We hope you had a well-deserved break and that you are ready for
a new half-term of learning. We can’t wait to catch up with you on this class briefings today!
Remember to attend your class briefings at 9:30am and 2:50pm
If you don’t have a link, ask your adult to email info@arkfranklinprimary.org.
Did you know... This day in history?
1732- George Washington, first president of the United States of America,
was born in Virginia. Since he became president in 1789, there have been 46
different presidencies.

Writing
We will be starting a brand-new unit on Persuasive Texts this week! These are aimed at various
audiences and are used to sell services or products. Let’s have a look at the features of an
appealing advert and a few examples of what these might look like.

Watch Miss. Choudhry’s video here
Here is your Do Now
Lesson task sheets:
Example persuasive text here
Task sheet here
Reading
This week we are starting a new text called ‘George’s Marvelous Medicine’ by Roald Dahl.
Before you watch the video for today’s lesson, please listen to the first two chapters, as we are
starting from chapter 3. You can listen to Miss Williams read it here.
We are going to learn some vocabulary words that are featured in the text. You can find
vocabulary lesson here.
The reading text can be accessed here, and the vocabulary task can be found here. Alternatively,
you can write the answers on a plain piece of paper.
Mathematics
Today we start our new unit on Time! Our first lesson will be looking at telling time within 5
minute intervals so a certain times table might be useful. Here is a link to an online analogue
clock which might be useful for this unit.
Find Mrs Turley’s lesson here: you’ll need some paper and something to write with for the
lesson. The task sheet can be found here.

We know some of you have missed them so here are today’s Brainbusters!
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Foundation Subject
Geography
Today in Geography, we will be exploring how humans engage with rivers in the United
Kingdom. You can watch Miss Williams’ video here
Your independent task sheet can be found here, otherwise, just use a pen and paper.

Question for the day

Would you rather travel to the Moon or to the bottom of the ocean?
Why?

Weekly Spellings

forgetting forgotten beginning preferred
permitted regretting committed forbidden propelled equipped
Use the look, cover, write and check method 😊

